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-Stephen Hawking

« I think the next century will be 
the century of complexity »

Complexity



What systems are complex today?

Complexity



- Laslo Barabasi

« We will never understand 
complex system unless we map out 

and understand the networks 
behind them»

Complexity



We are surrounded by systems that are hopelessly complex, from 
the society, a collection of six bill ion individuals, to 
communications systems, that these days link billions of devices, 
from computers to cell phones. Our very existence is rooted in the 
ability of thousands of genes to work together in a seamless 
fashion; our thoughts, reasoning, and comprehension of the world 
is hidden in the connections between billions of neurons in our 
brain. These systems, random looking at first, upon close 
inspection display endless signatures of order and self-
organization whose quantification, understanding, prediction and 
eventually control is the major intellectual challenge for the 
science of the 21st century 

Complexity



Big

Data





Class program

• Course 1 : Introduction, history & concepts of digital social 
network analysis - 1h30 

• Course 2 : Graph theory : definitions and metrics - 3h00 
• TP1: Real graphs analysis - 1h30 

• Course 3 : Centrality: looking for key players - 3h00 
• TP2: Collect & detection of Twitter key players for brands - 1h30 

• Course 4 : Link prediction / understanding link creation : 
random, introduction, preferential attachment, etc. - 3h00 
• TP3: Real graphs vs random graphs what differences ? 

• Course 5 : Algorithms on online social networks : homophily - 
propagation - similarity - community detection.



From social network to digital 
social networks



Social networks

• Definition : Set of social entities interacting together 

• Social entities:  
• Humans 
• Entreprises 
• States



What is the biggest size social 
network?



Social network analysis

• Definition : Social network analysis is the study of 
individuals / social entities and their interactions in 
the aim of highlighting 

• Certain mecanism, 
• Certain behaviours 
• Certain individuals 
• Understanding certain situations  
• Understanding certain dynamics



Social network analysis

• Social network analysis is at the intersection of  
• Sociology 
• Mathematics 
• Computer science 

• And has applications in 
• Marketing 
• Management 
• Information systems 
• Much more



Seven bridges of Königsberg (1736)

Is it possible to cross all seven bridges without 
crossing any twice?



Is it possible to cross all seven bridges without 
crossing any twice?

Leonhard Euler

Seven bridges of Königsberg (1736)



• Euler observation 
• Nodes with an odd number of links can only be starting of 

ending nodes 

• Path is impossible if there is more than two nodes with an odd 
number of links
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Seven bridges of Königsberg (1736)



Sociogram of Moreno (1934)



Zachary karate club



Business example: the sawmill



PSB brand on Twitter



Dolphins

• Dolphins are dots 
• Color is the sex of dolphins 
• Dolphins meetings are used as links 

• Preferences of communications?



How to compute 
dolphins connections 

robustly?



Small World

I read somewhere that everybody on this planet 
is separated by only six other people. Six 
degrees of separation. Between us and 

everybody else on this planet. The president of 
the United States. A gondolier in Venice. Fill in 

the names. . . . How every person is a new 
door, opening up into other worlds. Six degrees 
of separation between me and everyone else 

on this planet. But to find the right six 
people . . .”

- John Guare, Six Degrees of Separation (1990)



STOP HERE



Six degrees of separation

• Stanley Milgram experiment on the small world 

• 217 letters sent ; 64 arrived 
• Length of a path is 5.2 - « Small world »



6 degrees of separation is too much 
Facebook says we're all 3.5 

degrees apart

http://www.vox.com/2016/2/4/10918942/facebook-friends-study-degrees-of-separation

Small World



Co-authorship graph



Co-authorship graph



Co-authorship graph



S. Milgram : familiar stranger



Mapping terrorist networks

• From open sources (OSINT) 
• New York Times, Wall Street Journal, 

Washington Post, and the Los Angeles 
Times 

• Multiple relations 
• Tasks 
• Trust 
• Money and researches 
• Strategy and objectives

Uncloaking Terrorist Networks 
Valdis E. Krebs. First Monday (2002)

http://www.bibsonomy.org/person/160ea358eb12f15aecdea5f8e62b5a80c/author/0


J.-L. Moreno say in1956 analyses of social networks 
could only be done if a common exchange platform is 

created… 

Constraint : memorise interactions and social networks 

Today with information technologies this is made 
possible. With Internet and digital social network 

society is digitalised and large scale OSN studies are 
possible…



Digital social networks

• Definition: A digital social network is a service 
relying on an computer infrastructure and that 
allows an individual to accomplish a minimum of 
threes actions: 

1. Create a profile of the user 
2. Manage a list of contacts 
3. Possibility to investigate contacts of contacts



Online social networks



Three types of social networks

• Socialisation, build online offline relationships 

• Networking : create new contacts according to a 
specific need 

• Navigation : focus on access of information



Social Media landscape



Facebook



Twitter



Conclusion

• Social network analysis takes its roots in sociology 
and mathematics 

• universal model applied to large number of 
disciplines 

• Digital social networks provide a unique  
playground to test and apply SNA metrics and 
theories


